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Abstract

Aim A retrospective and longitudinal review

of the outcome of strabismus surgery for

adults with large- and very-large-angle

manifest exodeviations, using two-, three- and

four muscle horizontal recti surgery with

adjustable sutures.

Methods A total of 26 consecutive adult

patients undergoing surgery for socially

noticeable strabismus comprising five primary,

16 consecutive, and five secondary constant

exotropias with a mean near deviation of 58

prism dioptres and a mean distance deviation

of 55D were evaluated preoperatively and at

various time intervals postoperatively. Surgery

involved two muscles in seven cases, three

muscles in 13 cases, and four muscles in six

cases; and 25 of 26 had adjustable sutures.

There was a horizontal preoperative ocular

movement deficit in 17 that was asymmetrical

in four cases.

Results Binocularity was restored in eight

patients (31%), 20 (77%) were within 10D of

orthotropia, and 24 (92%) were happy with

their cosmesis. Two had symptomatic

asymmetrical ocular motility deficits

postoperatively following a two-muscle

procedure and one required reoperation.

A total of 19 patients undergoing three- or

four-muscle surgery were asymptomatic

postoperatively. A total of 22 patients had

follow-up of 8 months or more.

Conclusion In adults with large-angle

manifest exodeviations, adjustable suture

surgery involving three or more horizontal

recti successfully restores primary position

alignment, a high degree of patient

satisfaction, and can be expected to be

associated with a low incidence of

symptomatic postoperative asymmetrical

ocular movement deficits.
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Introduction

Large-angle constant exotropias negatively

impact on the way patients see themselves

and are perceived by others.1 The benefits of

surgical treatment of exodeviations in adults

are well proven, not only improving a

patient’s psychosocial functioning,2,3 but also,

in some cases, restoring binocular vision.4–6

The management of large-angle exodeviations

in more recent studies falls broadly into two

surgical approaches. Large bilateral lateral

rectus recessions have been selected when

the acuity was good in each eye,7–9 whereas

a maximal or supramaximal unilateral

recess–resect procedure was performed if one

eye was amblyopic9,10 (sometimes also

including surgery to weaken the obliques).

The disadvantage of large unilateral two-muscle

procedures is the risk of inducing iatrogenic,

symptomatic asymmetrical lateral

incomitance.

In earlier publications,11,12 many

ophthalmologists chose to operate on two

horizontal muscles and correct residual

deviations with second or third procedures

with variable results. Others, who were

in the minority, considered simultaneous

four horizontal muscle surgery (without

utilising adjustable sutures) to be a

superior approach for these

deviations.13,14

We chose to individualise our surgery to

optimise primary position alignment and to

minimise the production of symptomatic

iatrogenic postoperative horizontally

incomitant deviations. Surgical results

of large unilateral or bilateral two-muscle

procedures have been published previously,7–10

but data on the early and longer term

postoperative outcome following surgery on

three or four horizontal recti for large-angle

exotropias in adults utilising adjustable sutures

are scanty and imprecisely documented. This

prompted us to carry out a retrospective and

longitudinal study to evaluate this surgical

approach.
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Patients and methods

The notes of all patients, who had strabismus surgery

between July 1993 and May 1998 for exotropias

measuring 45D or more, were examined retrospectively.

Information was gathered about patient details, acuity

with refractive error corrected, the preoperative and

2-week postoperative strabismus measurements and

measurements at subsequent postoperative follow-up

visits at 3–4, 8–12, 12–24, and 24–36 months and details of

the type of surgery performed. Binocular functions were

investigated and the results recorded. Measurement of

the maximum angle of deviation was performed by the

alternate cover and prism test, using loose prisms. The

risk of symptomatic postoperative diplopia was assessed

preoperatively in the majority using loose prisms in

primary position or Fresnel prisms, and in a minority

Botulinum toxin was also utilised. Deficits of ocular

movement were measured on a five-unit scale 0 to �4

where 0 represents full or 100% abduction or adduction

and �4 represents an inability to abduct or adduct

beyond the midline.15 There were 26 patients: 14 males

and 12 females. The mean age was 38 years (range

14–68). From the history, five patients had primary

exotropias, 16 had consecutive exotropias, and five were

secondary to unilateral traumatic loss of vision. The

mean deviation for near was 58D (range 40–85) and for

distance 55D (range 40–80). There was no evidence of

binocular function demonstrated in any of the patients

preoperatively.

Of the patients, 17 had a preoperative deficit of

horizontal ocular movement in each eye measuring �1

or greater. This was symmetrical in 13 and asymmetrical

in four (a difference in the deficit in each eye of greater

than 25% or greater than 1 unit).

For patients with near-distance disparity, the target

angle for surgery was generally based around the smaller

angle. The number of muscles operated on was

dependent on a number of factors, in particular the

degree and density of amblyopia, the size of the

deviation and the predicted functional significance of

inducing significant lateral incomitance, previous

surgery, and whether there was any abnormality of

ocular movements. Peroperative forced duction testing

was carried out on all patients.

The surgery involved a two-muscle procedure in seven

patients, a three-muscle procedure in 13 patients, and a

four-muscle procedure in six patients. Adjustable sutures

were used in 25 of the 26 cases.

The goals of surgery bearing in mind known

postoperative exo-drift patterns were to achieve the

optimum eye alignment with one operation, to improve

psychosocial functioning, and to avoid troublesome

postoperative diplopia or symptomatic side-gaze

incomitant deviations. For cases with significant

amblyopia, we performed much or all the surgery on the

amblyopic eye, provided the preoperative sensory

findings indicated a low risk of symptomatic iatrogenic

side-gaze postoperative diplopia.

Patient details are recorded in Table 1.

Results

Binocularity was restored in eight patients (32%),

orthophoria or a deviation of 10D or less for distance in

20 (77%), a cosmetic result acceptable to the patient in 24

(92%), and a reoperation rate of 4% (one patient).

Of the eight patients with binocular functions

demonstrable postoperatively, three were primary

exodeviations with good visual acuity who were

heterophoric (Cases 1–3). Three patients with consecutive

exotropias regained some binocularity (Cases 10, 17, 21)

but of poor quality in two. The remaining two patients

with binocularity had previous penetrating intraocular

trauma. In one, vision was corrected with a contact lens

(Case 26) and, in the other, with a secondary intraocular

lens (Case 22).

A total of 24 patients (92%) were happy with the

cosmetic result, which was maintained at 12 months or

beyond in all cases where follow-up was complete

(20 of 24).

Surgical success was defined as those patients who

measured 10D or less of heterophoria or heterotropia for

distance. This was achieved in 20 cases (77%). Of these,

seven were heterophoric; the remainder had small-angle

manifest eso- or exodeviations. One patient, although

heterophoric for distance, had a residual 12D exotropia

for near (Case 15).

Of the patients, 22 were followed up for at least 8–12

months postoperatively, with six having follow-up

measurements 24–36 months postoperatively. Between 2

weeks and 8–12 months postoperatively, there was an

average 5.5D exo-drift for each case. Most

(16 cases) of them demonstrated an exo-drift, while four

showed an eso-shift (median 4.5 prism dioptres, range

1–8 prism dioptres) for distance viewing and two were

unchanged. Of the patients with shorter follow-up, two

were only seen once at a 2-week postoperative visit. In

one case (Case 12), the patient returned to his country of

origin immediately after this, and in the second case

(Case 25), the patient failed to attend any further follow-

up visits (verbal communication with this patient

confirms that his eyes remain well aligned 3 years after

the original surgery). A third patient (Case 1) also

returned to his country of origin after a 3-month follow-

up period, and the fourth (Case 17) was happy with the

surgical result at 3 months but declined further long-term

follow-up.
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Table 1 Patient details (near measurements recorded above distance measurements)

Aetiology Age Acuity Preop Surgery Postop 8–12 months 18–36 months Happy

1. Primary XT 30 R6/9 L6/5 75XT RLRc 7 mm adj 2E Yes
RMRs 7 mm 5RH

75XT LLRc 7 mm adj 9E(T)
4RHT LMRs 7 mm 3RH(T)

2. Primary XT 33 R6/12 L6/9 85XT RLRc 7 mm adj 6X 12X Yes
6RHT RMRs 6 mm 4RH
75XT LLRc 6 mm adj 2X 4X

LMRs 6 mm
3. Primary XT 68 R6/6 L6/6 50XT RLRc 6 mm adj 2X 2X Yes

6RHT RMRs 6 mm
40XT 2X 2X
2RHT

4. Primary XT 48 R6/6 L6/12 45XT RLRc 7 mm adj 2ET 4XT 5XT Yes
8LHT
45XT LLRc 6 mm 14ET 4XT 5XT
6LHT LMRs 5 mm 4LHoT

5. Primary XT 56 R6/5 L6/5 45XT RMRc 5 mm 6RXT 10RXT Yes
10RHoT 7RHoT 8RHoT

40XT LLRc 2 mm adj 8RX(T) 12RXT
7RHoT LMRs 5 mm 9RHoT 8RHoT

6. Consecutive 61 R6/5 L6/60 50XT 10-5ET 3ET 3ET No
3RHT 2LHoT 2LHoT

40XT LLRc 6 mm adj 15ET 14LET 14LET
3RHT LMRs/adv 7 mm 4RHT 2LHoT 4LHoT

7. Consecutive 37 R6/4 L6/24 65XT RLRc 7 mm adj 6ET 4LET Yes
8LHT RMRs 5 mm 4LHT
65XT LLRc 7 mm adj 2ET 4LHT

8RHoT LMRs 5 mm 2LHT
8. Consecutive 34 R CF L6/5 60XT RLRc 11 mm 25ET 25ET No

RMRs/adv 9 mm
65XT 30ET 25ET

9. Consecutive 50 R6/6 L6/24 85XT RLRc 7 mm adj 13ET 16ET 20LET Yes
15RHT RMRs 7 mm adj 2RHT 10RHT 8LHoT
75XT LLRc 7.5 mm adj 16ET 10LET 30LET

15RHT LMRs/adv 7.5 mm 6RHT 5RH 10LHoT
10. Consecutive 24 R6/5 L6/6 65XT RLRc 6 mm adj 6X 3E(T) Yes

55XT LMRc 6 mm adj 10ET 16ET
LMRs 6 mm

11. Consecutive 32 R6/4 L2/60 65XT LLRc 9 mm adj 6ET Straight 4XT Yes
LMRs/adv 8.5 mm

65XT 5ET 10XT 16XT
12. Consecutive 44 R6/5 L6/60 55XT LLRc 7.5 mm adj 10XT Yes

7LHoT LMRs/adv 9 mm
65XT 5XT
7RHT

13. Consecutive 32 R6/4 L6/4 55XT RLRc 8 mm adj 4LET 6LET Yes
3LHoT

50XT LLRc 8 mm 2 ET 5LET
LMRs/adv 5 mm 2LHoT

14. Consecutive 54 R6/36 L6/5 60XT RLRc 8 mm adj 3ET 6ET Yes
RMRs 6 mm

60XT LLRc 8 mm 10ET 4ET
2RHT

15. Consecutive 38 R6/5 L6/5 55XT RLRc 8 mm adj 12XT 12LXT Yes
RMRs 6 mm 8LHT 6LH

45XT LMRs/adv 10 mm 4ET 2X
4RHT 2LHT 5LH

16. Consecutive 32 R6/4 L6/5 55XT LLRc 6.5 mm adj 4ET 4XT Yes
20LHT LMRs 5 mm 35LHT 25LHT
55XT44 2ET 2XT
12 LHT 30LHT 20LHT
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Six cases fell outside our objective criteria for surgical

success. Four had esotropias and two residual exotropias.

Of the exotropias, one measured 12D exotropia for

distance at 1 year (Case 5), and the other measured 4D
exotropia at near and 16D exotropia at distance at 24

months (Case 11). Of those with esotropia

postoperatively, one measured 3D intermittent esotropia

at near with sensory fusion and 16D esotropia at distance.

One patient with a preoperative angle of 85D measured

16D esotropia immediately postoperatively, but increased

to 30D esotropia 2 years later. She was still happy with

the cosmetic appearance and discharged.

Overall, 17 patients had an initial postoperative

esotropia of whom there was some exo-drift in eight with

time. Of the 17 patients, 13 were within 10D of

orthotropia long term and four were outside this

criterion, but this was due to exo-drift in only one case.

Two patients were unhappy with the initial cosmetic

outcome. Both patients had consecutive esotropias. One

had a postoperative esotropia which remained static,

measuring 25D for distance and near at 12 months (Case

8). This was the only patient who refused surgery

utilising adjustable sutures and requested surgery on the

densely amblyopic eye. She had a preoperative

adduction deficit of �2 in the amblyopic eye that

became a �3 abduction deficit following a large

two-muscle procedure on this eye and required

reoperation.

Table 1 (continued)

Aetiology Age Acuity Preop Surgery Postop 8–12 months 18–36 months Happy

17. Consecutive 17 R6/6 L6/6 40XT RMRs/adv 4.5 mm 4ET Yes
4RHT
45XT LLRc 5 mm adj 6ET
3RHT LMRs/adv 6 mm

18. Consecutive 56 R6/4 L6/18 55XT LLRC 5.5 mm adj 2XT 4ET Yes
6LHT LMRs 6 mm
45XT 3ET 2XT
2LHT

19. Consecutive 28 R6/4 L6/4 65XT RLRc 6 mm adj 2ET 2XT Yes
2RHT RMRs/adv 5 mm 2LHoT 7LhoT
60XT LLRc 6 mm adj 3ET 5XT
2RHT LMRs/adv 4 mm 8LHoT 7LHoT

20. Consecutive 29 R6/5 L6/5 45XT RLRc 7 mm adj 3ET 2ET Yes
12 RHoT RHoT RHoT

45XT LLRc 6 mm 8ET 4XT
15 RHoT LMRs 5 mm RHoT RHoT

21. Consecutive 14 R6/6 L6/4 40XT 5 RLRc 4 mm adj 14X 4E(T) Yes
RHoT RMRs/adv 3.5 mm 4RH
50XT LMRs/adv 6 mm 7X 1E
4RHT 3RH 3RH

22. Trauma 41 R6/5 L6/12 80XT RLRc 7 mm adj 14LET 7X(T) 1ET Yes
RMRs 5 mm

70XT LLRc 7 mm 18LET 8X(T) 1ET
LMRs 5.5 mm

23. Trauma 26 R6/6 L6/9 55XT RLRc 5.5 mm adj 8XT 6XT Yes
RMRs 5 mm

45XT LLRc 8 mm 2ET 6XT
24. Trauma 33 R6/24 L6/4 60XT RLRc 8 mm 6RHo 4XT Yes

10RHoT
50XT LLRc 6.5 mm adj 4E 2ET

10RHoT LMRs 5 mm 6RHoT
25. Trauma 34 R6/4 L6/18 52XT RLRc 7 mm adj 3E(T) Yes

RH(T)
50XT LLRc 7 mm 3X
4RHT LMRs 6 mm 5RH(T)

26. Trauma 42 R6/4 L6/6 40XT RLRc 7 mm adj 10ET 2X Yes
18LHT RMRs 5 mm 20LHT 2LH
45XT LLRc 7 mm 10ET 2E

2LHoT 12LHoT 2LH

Note: X, exophoria; XT, exotropia; X(T), exophoria sometimes manifest; E, esophoria; ET, esotropia; E(T), esophoria sometimes manifest; H, hyperphoria;

HT, hypertropia; H(T), hyperphoria sometimes manifest; RLRc, right lateral rectus recession; LLRc, left lateral rectus recession; RMRs, right medial rectus

resection; LMRs, left medial rectus resection; Min, minimum; adv, muscle advanced; adj, adjustable suture; HoT, hypotropia. B.S.V Stereoacuity: Cases 1,

20000; 2, 24000 ; 3, 5000 ; 10 and 23 Baggolini; 17, 300000; 21, 60000; 22, 40000 ; 26, 20000 .
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The second had a 3D esotropia for near and 14D
esotropia for distance that remained static at 3 years

postoperatively (Case 6). The patient had a preoperative

adduction deficit of �3 in the amblyopic eye, which

became a �2 abduction deficit following two-muscle

surgery on this eye. Although her primary position angle

remained small and her cosmesis in primary good, the

asymmetric incomitant deviation appears to have

contributed to the patient’s dissatisfaction. Further

surgery was not undertaken.

Some postoperative abduction deficit was noted in 13

patients (50%), of whom symmetrical small deficits of �1

or less were seen in five, and small asymmetrical deficits

of �1 or less in four. None of these nine patients had any

symptoms attributable to their abduction deficits. Four

cases had larger, asymmetrical abduction deficits. These

included the two patients dissatisfied with their cosmetic

appearance. In the other two cases, measurements

were taken at their only follow-up visits 2 weeks

postoperatively. It is likely that swelling and discomfort

contributed to the movement deficits, as a similar picture

was seen in many of the other cases, but these deficits

resolved or reduced with time.

Five out of the seven patients with two-muscle

procedures had asymmetrical abduction deficits

although only symptomatic in the two cases mentioned

above. None of the patients with three or more muscle

procedures had any asymmetry of horizontal extraocular

movement postoperatively.

Discussion

The definition of a successful outcome depends entirely

on the criteria used for such success. Many define

satisfactory alignment as within 10 prism dioptres of

orthotropia,7,8,14 while others extend the criteria to within

15.9,10

Velez10 reported a 40% success rate (within 15D) for

correction of large-angle (50D and greater) exodeviations

in amblyopic eyes using a unilateral recess/resect

procedure. This improved to 80% when combined with

weakening of the inferior and superior obliques, but his

paper makes no mention of postoperative ocular

movement deficits. Schwartz and Calhoun9 described 22

patients without preoperative lateral incomitance who

had two-muscle procedures (14 underwent bilateral

lateral rectus recessions; eight underwent unilateral

recession/resection) for exotropias ranging from 45D to

85D with recessions ranging from 8 to 14 mm. Their

overall surgical success rate to within 15D of orthophoria

was 77%. They described postoperative unilateral

abduction deficits, some large and ranging between 3

and 6 mm of temporal scleral show on attempted

abduction in patients with unilateral recess–resect

procedures, which they stated were asymptomatic.

Berland et al7 reported on a series of 30 patients with

bilateral large lateral rectus recessions of 8–9 mm for

deviations measuring from 35D to 65D. They noted a

success rate of 43% within 10D of orthophoria and a

reoperation rate of 20%. They detected a small abduction

deficit in 30% of patients.

In our series, 77% of cases (20 patients) measured

within 10D of orthotropia for distance. If success was

defined as within 15D of orthotropia, then the success

rate increased to 85% (21 patients). Four cases (15%)

measured more than 15D of eso- or exotropia and could

be considered failures although one case demonstrated

sensory fusion and only one of these patients was

unhappy with their primary position postoperative

alignment. The ultimate determinant of success is

subjective patient satisfaction (92% in this series with one

operation; 24 patients). This series also shows that

patients can be very satisfied with residual deviations

greater than 10D on either side of orthotropia and that

residual deviations can appear considerably less and

look better cosmetically than would be predicted from

the objective deviation measured by the alternate cover

and prism test.

An abduction deficit postoperatively is frequently

desirable and generally asymptomatic, particularly

when symmetrical. Asymmetrical deficits are more

likely to be symptomatic owing to asymmetric side-gaze

diplopia or to poor side-gaze cosmesis. Our series

confirms the findings of Schwartz and Calhoun9 that

two-muscle surgery for large-angle exodeviations on the

amblyopic eye produces asymmetrical abduction

deficits with the potential for these to be symptomatic.

In contrast, our data demonstrated that spreading the

surgery over three or four of the horizontal recti

produces a high degree of side-gaze ocular movement

symmetry even where there is significant preoperative

asymmetry. In patients with constant large-angle

exodeviations where the psychosocial consequences of

the exotropia are the main indication for seeking

surgery, the aim is to optimise eye alignment

with the minimum number of surgical interventions.

We would emphasise the benefits of individualised

one-stage surgery, using all four horizontal recti if

necessary. Our results show that as an alternative to

large bilateral lateral rectus recessions where the

documented reoperation rates are higher and

supramaximal unilateral recess/resect surgery where

asymmetric side-gaze incomitance is higher, three and

four horizontal muscle surgery can produce

postoperative outcomes, even in these very large-angle

exodeviations comparable to those achieved for smaller

angle deviations. In addition, the latter minimises the
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potential subjective complications of asymmetrical

horizontal ocular movement deficits.
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